Flexible bollards.
Wide choice to suit your application
Adding style and flair to any design scheme, bollards can add depth and dimension to a landscape,
creating safer, 24-hour spaces.

Head options
Two broad styles are available to suit the majority of applications. The head options produce divergent lit effects and should be selected
with the end result in mind.

General illumination

Low glare

Ideal for general illumination of an area. The broad spread of light means that it is suitable
for illuminating and marking paths, walkways as well as general area lighting.

The low glare design has minimal upwards
spill-light beyond 90°, maximising the
efficiency of the lit effect and increasing
visual comfort.

BOL10

BOL30

BOL20

Height options

Root mount

Available in two heights, each of the
bollards have a full-height and a halfheight option, providing the perfect solution
for any installation.

The root mounting kit is ideal for mounting a
bollard into concrete. They simply attach to
the bottom and anchor the bollard into place.

Half-height
A more discreet option whilst
also having a greater intensity
of light at ground level.

Full-height
A more prominent option
that is tall enough to provide
light over obstacles such as
shrubbery.

Straight to mains
The integral driver means that mains connections can be made inside the body of the bollard, quickly and simply.
The screw terminal block clearly labels Live and Neutral, with provision for Earth.
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Purpose built in Great Britain, for your installation.
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Bespoke wooden bollards.
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Adding style and flair to any design scheme, bollards can add depth and dimension to a landscape,
creating safer, 24-hour spaces.

Single LED bollard

Triple LED bollard

Use the single LED bollard to add new lighting to
existing pathways, gardens or shared spaces. The
remote SELV power supply provides increased
flexibility when fitting. Long distances of cable can
be concealed within trunking.
Bollards are often purposely positioned in a
uniformed capacity to highlight a walkway; however,
they can also be integrated into a landscape
feature, maximising the overall design of the space.

Using an integral power supply, this direct to
mains bollard is ideal for replacing existing bollard
lighting, which may be looking tired or in need of
replacement. It is easy to replace using existing
cables or as part of a new build, where cables
can easily be installed with minimum impact.
Using three LEDs instead of one and with a wider
beam angle, these products are capable of being
positioned at greater distances whilst still creating
an even spread of light.

For a pathway with consistent points highlighted:

For a pathway consistently lit at 30 lux:

2.5m
30˚

2.5m
30˚

0.9m

110˚

0.9m

110˚

2.5m

2.5m

Choice of material

Choice of style

Choose from three beautifully crafted woods to obtain the ideal
aesthetic for your bollard.

Choose from three unique styles to suit your installation.

Iroko

Domed

Oak

Sapele

Chamfered

Pointed

Colour temperature
Choose between three available colour temperatures.

2700K

3000K

4000K
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Choosing the ideal wooden bollard.
For your installation
Use the five easy steps below to ascertain the perfect bollard for your installation.
Single LED bollard

Triple LED bollard

Beam angle : 30º

Beam angle : 110º

Domed

Chamfered

Pointed

Iroko

Oak

Sapele

Recessed mount

Surface mount

Side cable
entry is
required
for recess
mounting.

Base cable
entry is
required
for surface
mounting.

Do you prefer a
bollard with single
or triple LEDs?

Which style head
would you like?

Which type of
wood do you
prefer?

Will the bollard
be recessed or
surface mounted?

When
surface
mounting
you will
also need a
bracket.
Partcode: BOL LED BRACKET

Which colour
temperature
do you need?

Warmest

Warm

Natural white

For a warm cosy look use
2700K.

For the warmth of a halogen
use 3000K.

For a more neutral look use
4000K.

Now you’ve determined what you’ll need, use the partcode generator on the next page to obtain the correct partcode.
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Now you know what attributes you want, use the matrix below to work out which partcode you need.

Use the generator below to build your wooden bollards
partcode based on the attributes you have selected.
The example shown is for a single LED with base cable entry, 2700K, iroko wood, domed head bollard,
resulting in the partcode BL01DIB27. You can change each element to represent the bollard you need.
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Product type
Bollard

2

4 0

Single / triple LED

3

Style

01

Single LED

D

Domed

03

Triple LED

F

Chamfered

P

Pointed

6

Colour temperature

4

Material

5

Cable entry

I

Iroko wood

B

Base entry		

27

2700K

O

Oak wood

S

Side entry

30

3000K

S

Sapele wood

40

4000K
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